JACK TAR CAN SHOOT.

SUPERIOR SKILL OF AMERICAN GUNNERS IS EVIDENT IN ACTION.

The recent victories of the Navy during the Civil War, and the accuracy of the fire of the gunners, are a striking illustration of the value of the training which the Navy Department bestow on its men.

FIRING 8-INCH GUNS.

When the battle of the Yalu was fought, the men of the American fleet were in a position to show what they could do. The enemy was well off shore, and the guns of the American fleet were able to bring their fire to bear with great effect. The result was a decisive victory for the Americans.

BLOCKADE RUNNERS.

REMINISCENCES APPROPRIATE OF THE CUBAN SITUATION.

In the years following the Civil War, the capture of the blockade runners was a common occurrence. The gunners of the American fleet were able to bring their fire to bear with great effect, and the blockade runners were often captured.

PRIVATEERING.

BRAVE MEN ENGAGE IN THE TRADE AND SUCCEED FINE.

It may be true that privateers were a thing of the past, but it is not true that they were not able to succeed. The gunners of the American fleet were able to bring their fire to bear with great effect, and the blockade runners were often captured.

WHAT HAS IMPRESSED US MOST IS THE SUPERIOR MARKSMANSHIP OF OUR TAR'S.

There is no lack of character in the men of the American fleet. The gunners are able to bring their fire to bear with great effect, and the blockade runners are often captured.